Developing Methods to Enable Environmental

Training the Model for Vehicle Detection
A supervised learning approach was taken when training the model for the camera of the
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car. A collection of images of the model car and lanes (white tape on the ground) was
needed in order to perform transfer learning. The goal was to retrain the darknet53
weights to fit the project needs, which was to be able to accurately detect lanes and
other model cars in the customized environment.
Step 1 - Pictures: The first step was to collect images of the model and road markings
in the environment set up at the beginning of our experiment.

Vehicle accidents can cause severe injuries and even death. Software developers and engineers have
attempted to create fully autonomous vehicles to combat this common problem. However, there is a lack of
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trust around autonomous driving, and it has yet to become fully reliable. Vehicles need to be fully
aware of their environment before being implemented into society effectively. The goal of this project

Discussion

Step 2 - Labeling: In order for the computer to actually train a model, it must know
where in the image the model cars are. These cars can be labeled using the graphical

was to physically assemble an autonomous car model (AutoCar) and train a model to detect other vehicles

image annotation tool labelImg (which was installed through Conda).

Using the Hokuyo 10X Lidar sensor, the car was able

and lanes. The primary sensory elements of the AutoCar included a Hokuyo 10X Lidar sensor and a camera

to detect walls and stop in front of them. It was

(webcam). Transfer learning was specifically used to train the model so that the sensory elements could

also able to follow a certain path that could be

detect the vehicles and lanes. Robot Operating System (ROS), a software library used to build robot
designated by the Robot Operating System (ROS)

applications, would act as the bridge between driving and sensory input. ROS would allow the AutoCar to

Step 3 - Preparations for Training: Several steps were taken inside Google Drive and
Colab before retraining the network could begin. As the resources, labelImg files

make use of the data collected by the Hokuyo Lidar sensor to enable accurate decision-making.

(.xml) and class labels (.txt), were in the the private directory of the computer, it
was crucial that we upload all the files to the drive. This was achieved using the
code below:

commands. After training the model via transfer
learning, The camera could detect F1TENTH vehicles
accurately, but it could not detect lanes as
accurately.

Autonomous Car Materials and Assembly
The darknet53 weights that would be later re-trained was also cloned, configured, and

The autonomous car model was physically constructed according to the F1Tenth Jetson TX2 instructions.

Continuation

compiled during in the preparation steps.

There were configurations of the F1TENTH car that used newer hardware, such as the Jetson NX
configuration; however, the resources that were available only allowed for a car with older hardware

In continuation of this project, a second car will
to be assembled.

be constructed to test this model on multiple

Four Steps for F1TENTH Car Assembly

configurations were made to the Yolov3 (object detection model) after a copy by the
name of yolov3_training was created. On lines 610, 696 and 783, the number of classes

1. Setting up the lower chassis: Removing stock components.

autonomous vehicles (AutoCars). The second car will

was changed from 80 to 2 because only 2 classes were needed(Lanes and Car).On lines

2. Configuring the Nvidia Jetson TX2 Module and related hardware

603, 689, and 776, the number filters were changed from default (255) to 21 as the

consist of newer hardware such as the Nvidia Jetson

images are not that big.

3.

Setting up the upper chassis: Connecting sensory/power components to the TX2 module.

NX developer module as opposed to the Jetson TX2

4. Combining the various levels

used in the first car. In this way, both cars will
The stock components (including the motor) were first removed from the Traxxas chassis. The reason for

be able to sense each other and communicate with

the motor removal was so that the LiPo (lithium polymer) battery could be accessed easily. Following
this, the motor was incorporated into the lower chassis in an alternate way. The Jetson TX2 module and

each other. Hundreds of pictures will be taken of

the various components associated with it were taken off of the Nvidia development board so that the

each vehicle in order to train a model so that any
After that darknet files for the class names and number of classes that needed to be

module could fit onto the Traxxas stock chassis. The Jetson TX2 cooler, along with the Orbitty Carrier
Figure 1: The image above, courtesy of
F1TENTH, displays the complete list of
materials that were used to construct the
F!TENTH Autonomous Car Model
(AutoCar).

Board, were then attached to the TX2 module. A wifi antenna was also added so that the Jetson TX2

identified were created. Then images in the google drive had to be unzipped so that

F1TENTH car can recognize another. Both cars will be

they could be accessed.

tested in the same controlled environment so that
module could connect to the internet. From there, a variety of components, such as the VESC module,

they will both be able maneuver themselves properly.

Powerboard, USB Hub, and Hokuyo Lidar sensor, were attached to a platform deck. The powerboard, in
particular, had many soldered units, as well as connections that needed to be appropriately secured.
The Jetson TX2 and the Orbitty board were added to the platform deck afterward so that the entire deck

The final preparatory step was creating a train.txt file that includes the location of
all the images *.jpg stored inside darknet/data/obj directory. In other words, images

could be placed onto the chassis without interference.

will be fetched from the location specified in this file during training.
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Step 4 - Training the Model: Download the pretrained weights, darknet53.conv.74, which
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Figure 2: This angled view of the
completely constructed F1TENTH
autocar shows how the Jetson TX2
Module is fully set up and connected
to an external monitor (not shown).
Image courtesy of Anthony Song

Figure 3: A top view displays
the various components that
make up the the multiple
levels of the chassis.
Courtesy of Anthony Song

Figure 4: This image shows the
labelImg tool highlighting the
AutoCar. Riley Francis is in
the background.
Courtesy of Anthony Song
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